Online Consignment Auctions



Our Sales Services

At least once a month / more often as per requirements
Our fees are based upon you bringing items to us. Higher fees are charged if we pick up items for sale. An itemized
statement of our additional fees will be presented.
SALE PRICE
$2.00 - 3.00
$3.01 - 200.00
$200.01 & Upward

FEE
100%
30%
10%

If you would like to bring items to us for consignment sales, please call us at 651-353-2958 and schedule a drop off time.
Location for drop off and pick up is;
230 North Concord Exchange, South Saint Paul, MN 55075.

Outright sale to Vintage Rumours
A professional appraiser will review your items and make you an offer.
We are selective in the items we choose to purchase when engaged to travel for item pick up’s.

Clean Out - Need everything removed ?
We pay the lower value for the items if there is enough value in selling the items to cover our sales overhead. Alternatively if
there is not enough value in items we may charge seller for clean out services.

Online Estate Auction at Your Location
At an online estate auction, the prices are determined by the competitive bidding that bidders do from their home and not in
your house. We will come to you home and photograph all of the items to be sold. We will then type descriptions of those
items and hold the online estate auction for approximately 9 days. The winner will then come to your home to pick up their
items. We will handle all of this for you. Our fees for online estate auctions vary depending on the amount of work necessary
to prepare and sell your items and the anticipated proceeds of the sale. Our fees are very competitive and usually set at
20% to 40%
Here are some good reasons to use the online estate auction method;
●
Online estate auctions avoid having an inexperienced person pricing something high so it does not sell, or so low it
sells right away for less money than it is worth.
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●
Competitive bidding means that you get top dollar on each item you sell.
●
There is seldom anything left over after an auction.
●
No hordes of people wandering through your house
●
More people are exposed to your items in our online estate auctions
●
We describe each item and often include several photographs. Most estate sale companies only take one
photograph of an item and do not describe them as well as they should.
●
When required, we have certified appraisers on our staff who can provide you with well-researched opinions on the
value on an item.

Vintage Rumours
230 North Concord Exchange
South Saint Paul
MN 55075.
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